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Abstra t: E ient optimization algorithms are of great importan e in many s ienti and engineering
appli ations. This paper onsiders development of dedi ated Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) based
approa h for solving large, non-linear, onstrained optimization problems. The EA are pre isely understood here as de imal- oded Geneti Algorithms onsisting of three basi operators: sele tion, rossover
and mutation, followed by several newly developed al ulation speed-up te hniques. E ien y in rease
of the EA omputations may be obtained in several ways, in luding simple on epts proposed here like:
solution smoothing and balan ing, a posteriori solution error analysis, non-standard use of distributed
and parallel al ulations, and step-by-step mesh renement. E ien y of the proposed te hniques has
been evaluated using several ben hmark tests. These preliminary tests indi ate signi ant speed-up
of the large optimization pro esses involved. Considered are appli ations of the EA to the sample
problem of residual stresses analysis in elasti -plasti bodies being under y li loadings, and to a wide
lass of problems resulting from the Physi ally Based Approximation (PBA) of experimental data.
Key words: Evolutionary Algorithms, large non-linear onstrained optimization, solution e ien y
in rease.
1. Introdu tion
In this paper we

onsider development of

omputational e ien y of the optimiza-

tion approa h based on a modied Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), with several a
eration

el-

on epts introdu ed in it. Our long-term resear h [13℄ is oriented towards

development of e ient tool for numeri al solution of a wide

lass of large, non-linear,

onstrained optimization problems.
Optimization problems may be solved by means of either deterministi
bilisti

methods. In

ontrast to the deterministi

or proba-

methods, the EA may be su

essfully
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applied with similar e ien y to both the

onvex and non- onvex problems. However,

general e ien y of the standard EA is rather low. Therefore, the main obje tive of
our resear h is to develop means of an essential a
approa h for large, non-linear,

eleration of the EA based solution

onstrained optimization problems. Moreover, the im-

proved EA should provide possibility of solving su h optimization problems, when the
standard EA methods fail. In order to obtain a signi ant e ien y in rease of the
standard EA, several new a
standard a

eleration te hniques were introdu ed in it [13℄. Chosen

eleration te hniques are

onsidered as well [47℄. Our resear h involves

analysis of several ben hmark problems that allow for a wide investigation of various
a

eleration

on epts. Finally, we take into a

ount the following long-term appli ations

in our resear h: residual stress analysis in railroad rails and vehi le wheels [810℄, as well
as a wide

lass of problems resulting from the Physi ally Based Approximation (PBA)

of experimental data [10, 11℄.

2. Problem formulation
We

onsider large, non-linear,

onstrained optimization problems, where a sear hed

fun tion is given in the dis rete form, e.g., expressed in terms of its nodal values. These
nodal values are dened on a mesh formed by arbitrarily distributed nodes. In order to
a hieve an a

eleration of the optimization pro ess, the modied EA will use smoothing

and balan ing te hniques, solution averaging, a posteriori error analysis, non-standard
parallel and distributed
possible

al ulations, as well as adaptively rened series of meshes, and

ombinations of the above.

3. Dedi ated evolutionary algorithms for large optimization problems
The EA is pre isely understood here as a de imal- oded Geneti
sisting of three basi

operators: sele tion,

Algorithm

on-

rossover and mutation [12℄. Signi ant a -

eleration of the standard EA may be a hieved in various ways in luding, e.g., hybrid
algorithms [4, 5℄

ombining the EA with deterministi

methods, development of new,

problem-oriented operators as well as standard distribution and parallelization of

om-

putations [6, 7℄. Moreover, we have re ently proposed, and preliminarily tested, several a

eleration te hniques based on simple

on epts [13℄. Parti ular attention has

been paid to the appli ation of a posteriori solution error estimation and related te hniques [1℄. We are presenting here a brief overview of the proposed solution approa h,
in luding advan es in its development, and numeri al results of a sample ben hmark
problem.

3.1. Smoothing and balan ing.

Available additional information about solution

smoothness may be used in various ways [2℄. For instan e, an extra pro edure based on
the Moving Weighted Least Squares (MWLS) te hnique [13, 14℄ or any other equivalent approximation method is applied in order to smooth the raw results obtained from
the standard EA pro edure. In problems of me hani s ea h smoothing may result in
the global equilibrium loss of a

onsidered body. The equilibrium may be restored by

means of an arti ial balan ing of body for es performed after the smoothing [2, 3℄.
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Proposed a posteriori error analysis [1, 15℄ is based

nature of evolutionary

omputations. Referen e solutions required to

estimate lo al errors are obtained by weighted averaging of the best solutions taken from
independent EA pro esses. Information about the magnitude and distribution of the
lo al errors is used to improve rossover and mutation operators intensifying al ulations
in large error zones. Information about the global errors may be also introdu ed as
an additional sele tion

riterion. Su h a posteriori error analysis is well supported by

non-standard parallel and distributed

al ulations.

3.3. Step by step mesh renement.
nement, the analysis starts from a
faster than in the fully dense grid

When using an adaptive step-by-step mesh reoarse mesh, allowing to obtain a solution mu h

ase. When de reasing the number of nodes, the time

spent on ea h iteration is redu ed. However, su h solution may usually be not pre ise
enough. In order to in rease its pre ision, the mesh is rened by inserting new nodes,
based on the results of the error analysis. The initial fun tion values for these nodes are
found by using an approximation built upon the

oarse mesh nodal values. A general

approa h for most optimization problems may be obtained, e.g., by using the MWLS
approximation [13, 14℄. Furthermore, the mesh renement may also be used for generation of referen e solutions in the a posteriori error analysis. Su h a

ombined strategy,

using both te hniques mentioned above, involves the following steps:
1. Evaluation of the solution on a

oarse mesh.

2. Smoothing of this rough solution.
3. Mesh renement and approximation of the initial values in inserted nodes.
4. Use of the obtained solution as an initial referen e for the error estimation.
5. Use of the weighted solution averaging for further referen e solution generation,
and the a posteriori error analysis.
6. Repetition of the above pro edure until su iently dense mesh is rea hed.

4. Numeri al results of ben hmark problems
A variety of ben hmark problems was hosen in order to evaluate the e ien y of the
proposed a

eleration te hniques. In parti ular, we have analyzed the residual stresses

in an elasti -perfe tly plasti

bar subje t to

y li

bending, and in the thi k-walled

ylinder made of the same material but subje t to a
were analyzed as 1D (taking into a

y li

pressure. Both problems

ount existing symmetries), and as 2D ones as

well. For instan e, the following optimization problem given in the polar
for residual stresses in a thi k-walled
Find the minimum of the total

(1)

min

σrr ,σtr ,σzr

1
2πL
2E

ylinder was analyzed [9℄.

omplementary energy:

Zb h
i
2
2
2
(σrr − σtr ) + (σtr − σzr ) + (σzr − σrr ) rdr,
a

subje t to the equilibrium equation:

(2)

∂σ rr σrr − σtr
+
= 0,
∂r
r

oordinates
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boundary

onditions:

r
σr|a
= 0,

(3)

r
σr|b
= 0,

the in ompressibility equation:

σzr = ν(σrr + σtr ),

(4)
the yield

ondition:


φ σrr , σtr , σzr , σ E ≤ σY ,

(5)

σrr , σtr , σzr are respe tively the radial, ir umferential and longitudinal residual
E
E
E
E
stresses, σ = {σr , σt , σz } is the purely elasti solution of the problem, σY is the yield
stress, a, b are respe tively the internal and external ylinder radii, L is its length, and
E is the Young modulus.
where

Typi al results are shown in Fig. 1, whi h presents results of residual stresses obtained from the thi k-walled ylinder 1D analysis. They were obtained by the a

elerated

EA re ently developed by us, using a series of meshes and the a posteriori error analysis.
The pro ess started with seven nodes (Fig. 1), and was

ontinued until the number of

3073 nodes was rea hed. When using the standard EA, even for mu h smaller number
of nodes, the solution

annot be obtained in a reasonable number of iterations. In

om-

parison to the standard EA pro edure, the same level of the mean solution error was
obtained about 120 times faster. Furthermore, the pre ision of the nal solution has
in reased about 90 times.

a)

b)

d)

Fig.

)

e)

1. Solutions in the ross-se tion obtained for subsequent initial meshes with 7, 13, 25, 49 nodes
respe tively (ad), and nal 3073 nodes (e).
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5. Final remarks
The general obje tive of this resear h is development of the EA method for e ient
solution of large, non-linear,
the exe uted tests
in

onstrained optimization problems. Preliminary results of

learly show a signi ant improvement of the optimization pro ess

omparison with the standard EA. It is also worth noti ing, that the improved EA

allowed obtaining solutions in

ases when the standard EA failed, e.g., for large number

of de ision variables.
Future resear h in ludes

ontinuation of various eorts oriented towards an improve-

ment of the EA-based optimization approa h, analysis of further ben hmark problems,
and appli ation of su h developed method to residual stresses analysis in railroad rails
and vehi le wheels [9, 10℄. The physi ally based smoothing of experimental data is also
expe ted.
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